The author was fortunate to attend the International Conference on Nielsen Theory and Related Topics at Capitol Normal University in Beijing in Summer 2011 after this article was initially published online. There he learned from Peter Wong that a Nielsen type equalizer theory in the category of smooth orientable manifolds was obtained as a special case of a more general theory by Dobreńko and Kucharsky in [1] .
For smooth manifolds M and N and a submanifold B ⊂ N with dim X + dim B = dim Y , Dobreńko and Kucharsky define a general Nielsen theory for counting the cardinality of f −1 (B) for a map f : M → N. In a brief parenthetical, they remark that applying this theory to a tuple map ( f 1 , . . . , f k ) : M → N k and letting B be the diagonal in N k gives a "Nielsen number of coincidences of two or more maps" which essentially matches the theory presented in [2] . The author would like to thank Peter Wong for this reference.
